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Dear Mr Stowe  
 
As the NSW Small Business Commissioner, I have been appointed to advocate on behalf of 
small businesses in NSW, provide low cost dispute resolution services, advise on cutting red 
tap and to identify ways in which Government can create a climate in which the small 
business sector can flourish.  
 
I have reviewed the Discussion Paper “Improving the governance of residential parks” and 
offer the following comments for consideration.  
 
Key Issue 1 – Licensing of park operators  
I do not support the full licensing of residential park operators. Such a requirement would be 
an impost on small businesses in terms of time, costs and compliance. I note that no other 
State or Territory in Australia requires the licensing of residential park operators, therefore 
any move by the NSW Government to increase the burden on NSW small businesses above 
that of other States and Territories would be not be received favourably by the small business 
community.  
 
I support adopting provisions similar to section 57 of the Retirement Villages Act 1999.  
 
I support an option in the Act which would make provision for a Code of Conduct for park 
operators covering such matters as unconscionable conduct and conflicts of interest. 
 
I support voluntary national accreditation for park operators. I agree that more incentives 
could be offered to accredited parks, such as listing accredited parks on the NSW Fair 
Trading website for public information so consumers can make an informed choice.  
 
Key Issue 2 – Education of park operators  
I support any effort to encourage small businesses to undertake training and upgrade their 
skills, however given the very limited availability of appropriate courses, I do not support 
mandatory education for operators.  
 
The five day intensive orientation course in Park Management offered by the Australian 
Caravan Park Training School appears to meet the needs of park operators, however given 
that the course is only offered at its Hastings Point location, this course availability is limited 
and not widely available across NSW.
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I note that Tubal Pty Ltd provides courses in Caravan Park Management however there is 
limited information available on the company website about course availability and location.  
 
I support any effort by NSW Fair Trading to encourage voluntary training through seminars, 
newsletters and an improved website.  
 
Key Issue 3 – Rent increases 
I note the importance of park owners being able to collect rent that is adequate to ensure that 
their business is sustainable.  
 
I highly recommend that NSW Fair Trading considers implementing an alternative dispute 
resolution mechanism for residential parks to improve the process of resolving excessive rent 
increase claims and other disputes which arise within residential parks. I support the 
suggestion that a dispute resolution system similar to that of strata schemes should be 
adopted.  
 
Under the Retail Leases Act 1994, parties to a retail lease dispute are required to participate 
in mediation before a matter can progress to the Administrative Decisions Tribunal (ADT). 
Matters cannot progress to the ADT unless the Registrar of the Retail Tenancy Unit has 
certified, in writing, that mediation was not successful. This framework has proven very 
successful for mediating retail lease disputes - it is estimated that 80% of all retail lease 
disputes will be solved via informal or formal mediation without progressing to the ADT.    
 
Park Rules 
I do not support the suggestion that small businesses should be able to issue small fines if 
the resident fails to remedy the breach after a warning letter. This increases the burden on 
small businesses by giving them additional regulatory responsibilities and the process is 
made even more complex and burdensome by the suggestion that a resident could challenge 
the fine at the Tribunal if they believe they have done nothing wrong. Such disputes could be 
handled through mediation instead. 
 
Security of Tenure  
I do not support the suggestion that long term leases for residents in residential parks of up to 
40 years should be introduced. This severely disadvantages small businesses by limiting their 
options.  
 
Emerging Issues  
In relation to use of parks for crisis accommodation, park operators should retain the right to 
refuse crisis referrals at their discretion.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Yasmin King 
Small Business Commissioner 


